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NEW QUESTION: 1
The default route for each protocol below, which is wrong?
A. OSPF cannot deliver default routes.
B. Static routes can be used to deliver default routes.
C. BGP can deliver default routes.
D. RIP can deliver default routes.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which three settings are controlled by a users profile?
Choose 3 answers
A. Field -level security
B. Assigned apps
C. Locale settings
D. Feature license assignment
E. a Record type assignment
Answer: A,B,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
ACME's standard freight storage charge is a ten percent markup
handling costs.
To ensure the correct calculation of freight charges, which
formula qualifier context, and qualifier attribute will you
use? (Choose two)
A. Use a qualifier context of terms and a qualifier attribute
of freight type code with an order level modifier line.
B. Use a qualifier context of terms and a qualifier attribute
of freight terms with an order level modifier line.
C. Create a formula to calculate the markup freight handling as
(1.1 times the handling cost)
D. Use a qualifier context of terms and a qualifier attribute
of freight type code with a line level modifier line.
E. Use a qualifier context of terms and a qualifier attribute
of freight terms with a line level modifier line.
F. Create a formula to calculate the markup freight handling as
(0.1 times the handling cost)
Answer: C,D
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